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Eveline is the Santoemma patented system for complete cleaning and sanitizing of 

100-200 square meters furnished places, with areas of different type: restrooms, 

working areas, offices, walkways, store-rooms, changing rooms, kitchens, café and 

restoration areas. Eveline allows to perfectly clean and sanitize vertical surfaces, 

sanitary fixtures and hard floor. 

 

Phases of Eveline cleaning and sanitizing system: 

1. Spraying of chemical solution on all the surfaces (walls, sanitary fixtures, hard floor)   

2. Chemical action against dirt and bacteria (30 seconds are enough) 

3. Rinsing with clean water, to remove dirt and bacteria from the vertical surfaces  

4. Vacuuming of residual liquid from floors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spray gun allows to spray concentrated chemical solution and to rinse vertical surfaces, walls and sanitary fixtures. 

The special wand supplied allows to clean hard floor with the injection-extraction system. A dedicated bristle, located 

on the vacuum head, allows to brush effectively very dirty hard floors.  The dirt detached from the floor is completely 

removed thanks to powerful vacuuming and is collected in the recovery tank.  

To clean hard floors it is possible to spray and vacuum simultaneously, or to spray, brush and then vacuum 

afterwards. In both cases hard floors are left perfectly dry in few seconds and without effort. 

 

 

 

 

 

Eveline really removes the dirt from walls and hard floor without leaving any residual dirt on the surfaces and 

represents today the ideal solution, replacing manual equipment which move dirt and bacteria from place to place. 

Eveline makes the job effective, quick, pleasant. The areas are completely cleaned, sanitized, dried and perfumed. 

Small and light, Eveline can be easily carried from place to place and stored after use. 

1. SPRAYING 2. CHEMICAL ACTION 3.  RINSING 4.  VACUUMING 

http://www.santoemma.com/
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Eveline is the optimal solution for any 100-200 square meters furnished 

areas, such as for example: restaurants, holiday farms, fast-food outlets, 

pubs, discotheques, petrol stations, offices, factories, private companies, 

shops, shopping centers, cinemas, theatres, hospitals, nursing homes, 

kindergartens, schools, universities, ferries, cruise ships, airports, fitness 

centers, swimming pools, saunas, spa, hotels, pastry shops, bakeries, 

supermarkets. 

 

  

                  Advantages of Eveline:  

 

1. Complete cleaning and sanitizing. The chemical solution 

sprayed acts on all the surfaces, ensuring both cleaning and 

sanitizing also in corners not easily reachable with manual tools. 

Laboratory tests certify that Eveline eliminates 99.9% of bacteria. 

 

2. Greatest hygienic safety for the operator, who does not come 

in touch with the objects and the surfaces to be cleaned. 

 

3. Reduced labour for the operator. Manual work is reduced to a 

minimum, since the dirt is removed by the solution chemical 

action and the following rinsing and vacuuming. 

 

4. Ease of use. Using the machine is very simple and does not 

require any training for the operator.  

 

5. Saving of time. Any place can be completely cleaned, sanitized 

and dried in less than one third of the time required with manual 

tools.   

 

6. Saving of chemical. Chemical is used without wastage because 

it is automatically dosed by the machine in an optimal quantity.  

 

7. Reduced electrical consumption. The machine requires only 

minimal  electrical power and can be used in any place. 

 

http://www.santoemma.com/
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Technical data and performance 

 
 

Complete machine with spray hose, vacuum hose, wand for hard-floor vacuuming and  

injection-extraction cleaning, 1 bottle of cleaning and sanitizing chemical SANI-CLEAN-1 
€    

 

Chemicals 

SANI-CLEAN-1 Cleaning and sanitizing chemical, 1 liter bottle €  

ACID-CLEAN-1 Acid chemical, 1 liter bottle          €  

SUPER-CLEAN-1 Strong degreasing chemical, 1 liter bottle €  

T-CLEAN-1 Non-foaming chemical specific for textiles, 1 liter bottle €  

 

Optional accessories 

With optional accessories, Eveline can clean carpet, rugs, upholstery and inside of cars, with the injection-extraction 

system.  

NS10PN-M Transparent plastic hand tool, for upholstery cleaning €  

NS270N-M Wand for carpet and hard-floor cleaning, with aluminium head €  

HERMES-M Wall and window cleaning tool, with 2 internal spray nozzles € 

 

Recovery tank capacity: 14 litres 

Clean water tank capacity: 14 litres 

Approximate performances and consumption  

(50 sq. meters of hard-floor): 

Time: 10 minutes 
Chemical consumption: 200 gr 
Water consumption: 14 litres 

Tank construction: High density polyethylene 

Vacuum motor:  

Power:  

Maximum waterlift: 

Maximum air-flow: 

2 stages 

1000 W 

2200 mm H2O 

50 l/sec. 

Pump with bypass: 

Power:  

Maximum pressure:  

Maximum water-flow: 

Vibrating 

2x70 W 

5 bar  

2,5 l/min  

Cable length: 10 m 

Weight (machine body): 18,5 Kg  

Weight (packaged machine):  25 Kg  

Dimensions: cm 30 x 74 x 88 (h) 

Package dimensions: cm 36 x 60 x 76 (h) 

Spray hose/Vacuum hose length: 3/3 m 

Standard colors: blue 

Standard tools supplied with the machine: 
Spray hose, vacuum hose, spray/rinse gun, 

Wand for hard-floor vacuuming and  
injection-extraction cleaning  

http://www.santoemma.com/

